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Preface

Vietnam and China have occupied an important place in Australia’s history. The Chinese came very early to the nascent colonies and the Vietnamese came in increasing numbers, particularly over the last three decades. They have formed large and vibrant communities in Melbourne, greatly enriching the life of the city. It is not surprising that Melbourne is also home to some of Australia’s, indeed the world’s, leading specialists in the field of Vietnamese and Chinese law. This book is the welcome product of a conference organised by two of the Vietnam specialists. Using the pooled resources of Deakin Law School and the University of Melbourne Law School, a conference about ‘Law and Governance: Socialist Transforming Vietnam’ was held during 11–13 June 2003. Vietnam experts joined leading Chinese law scholars to debate the many meanings of socialism and its dynamic transformations within Asia. This book, which evolved from those conference discussions, will be essential reading for legal specialists and policymakers interested in the development of law and governance in Asian Socialist states.

I had worked with Associate Professor John Gillespie of Deakin Law School on an earlier project with the Australian International Legal Cooperation Committee (AILEC), which focused its attention on developing links with Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos between 1993 and 1997. John was the driving intellectual force behind a Conference in Hanoi that resulted in the publication Commercial Legal Development in Vietnam: Vietnamese and foreign commentaries in 1997. Pip Nicholson was also at that Hanoi Conference, in the early stages of her research program on the role of the courts in Vietnam. Later she would join the Asian Law Centre at the University of Melbourne, adding a formidable expertise on Vietnam to the Centre’s program, which already was a strong base for teaching and research on China. The value of their contribution to academic life in Melbourne is borne out by the quality of the papers delivered at the conference and reworked for publication here. There had not been much collaborative scholarship produced on Vietnamese law between the Hanoi and Melbourne Conferences, although individuals have produced key analyses of specific areas. This book will fill a void. The publication also debates how to compare and contrast Chinese and Vietnamese legal change.

The joint editors have written a lengthy introductory chapter outlining the themes of the publication and the key arguments of each contributor. I will not try to précis their work. What stands out, however, is the range of inputs into the process of law-making in Vietnam and China, the complexity of Vietnamese and Chinese society and politics, and the importance of a historical perspective when analysing both states. It also brings out the Vietnamese government’s persistent endeavours to maintain its independence in charting the future role of law in their country, and the folly of those who conflate Vietnamese and Chinese approaches to law and governance. This volume brings together experts from Australia and overseas to present a range of very interesting interpretations of a complex phenomenon.
The conference was the third in a series of international conferences in which the Asian Law Centre has played a key role. The first, in 2001, was held in Mongolia, opening that hitherto closed system to scrutiny. The second, in 2002, took up the theme of Islamic Law and its impact on the West. The fourth, in 2005, evaluated legal education reforms in Japan at the end of their first year of operation. Each conference has focused the Australian expertise in the relevant area and so far has produced lively exchanges and valuable published proceedings. The Asian Law Centre under Tim Lindsey’s leadership is to be congratulated on its choice of strategic themes, its role in bringing diverse expertise together, and its openness to cooperative academic ventures.

China and Vietnam are now the world’s first and second largest socialist states. This volume provides the first sustained account of how socialism influences legal development in these countries, by drawing on Confucianism, religion, education, public administration and international treaty practice. The book also provides comparative insights into the similarities and differences in legal development in these countries.

Those who attended the conference will welcome the chance to read the polished versions of the papers. Those who did not attend are about to be rewarded with a rich offering of views on Socialism and governance in two of the world’s oldest and most unique civilizations.

Malcolm Smith
Chuo Law School
(former Director of the Asian Law Centre and member of AILEC)
April 2005
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